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Olivet unveils new athletics logo
For the first tim e in 16 years, the ONU Tiger has
been redesigned, m ore ferocious than ever

HOMECOMING COURT 2004
More precious than rubies
CENTER SPREAD, PAGES 8 & 9
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Eleven states ban
gay marriage in
election
According to Fox
News, voters from 11 states
approved
constitutional
amendments Tuesday to
define marriage as one man
and one woman. The move
brought excitement from
conservatives and outcry
from gay-rights activists.
The amendments
won in Arkansas, Georgia,
Kentucky, Michigan, Mis
sissippi, Montana, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Ohio,
Utah and Oregon. While
conservatives had predicted
that at least 10 of the states
would support the amend
ments, pollsters considered
Oregon a close race.
“This issue does
not deeply divide America,”
said conservative activist
Gary Bauer. “The coun
try overwhelmingly rejects
same-sex marriage, and our
hope is that both politicians
and activist judges will read
these results and take them
to heart.”

Karzai wins Af
ghan election
According to the
New York Times, Afghan
istan’s electoral board an
nounced Wednesday that,
despite complications in voting%President Hamid Karzai
was the official winner of
the Oct. 9 Afghani presiden
tial election. Karzai, now
the first directly elected Af
ghani head of state, was the
focus of an investigation by
a United Nations-appointed
panel after complaints of
fraud were filed by most
of Karzai’s 17 opponents.
Though the panel concluded
that fraud, particularly bal
lot-box stuffing, did occur, it
was not widespread enough
to change the overall out
come of the elecjtipn.

Kirkland crowned
Homecoming Queen
By Jenny Graves
News editor
Donned in white,
flowing gowns and adorned
with sparkling tiaras, the ladies
of the 2004 Homecoming
Court clench their red roses
in anticipation as they wait for
the announcer to call the name
of the one the students have
chosen for their queen. A pin
drop can be heard as silence
fills the room and all eyes
focus on the dazzling displays
of white. Suddenly, the name,
“Sarah Kirkland” is called and
cheers erupt among the many
admirers.
When Sarah heard her
name called in Tuesday night’s
ceremony, a bright smile
appeared on her face as she
stepped forward to receive her
glistening crown. In spite of the
high honor she received, Sarah
felt humbled and recognized
God’s work the other five girls
as well as herself.

“I
was
excited,”
she said. “I just feel really
honored. ... All the glory goes
to God.”
Associated
Student
Council President Andrew
Twibell held the privilege
of escorting Amy Stipp,
last year’s queen, across the
elegant, ruby-red stage as she
prepared to face the end of
her reign. He marveled at how
beautifully the events of the
ceremony flowed.
“Molly Taylor and her
council and the MRL (Men’s
Residential Life) Council
did an excellent job getting
everything together.”
Students, faculty and
staff grasped the sense of
pride brought by honoring the
women who bring honor to the
University’s name.
“The ladies gave an
excellent representation of
the values and traditions of
Olivet,” Twibell said.
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Sleep-deprived students face health risks
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The GlimmerGlass is the
official newspaper o f the
Associated Students of
Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity and a member of the
Illinois College Press A s
sociation. The opinions
expressed in the Glimmer
Glass are those of each
writer and are not neces
sarily held by the Asso
ciated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students o f Olivet Naza
rene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
POLICY
The GlimmerGlass en
courages readers to re
spond through letters to
the editor. For publication,
letters must be signed and
sent to GlimmerGlass,
Box 6024. The editor re
serves the right to edit let
ters for content, style, and
length. Publication is not
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by
Calling the GlimmerGlass
office at campus exten
sion 5315.

Hanae Terashima, an Olivet senior, stays up late for a midnight snack while study
ing. According to the National Sleep Foundation, Americans in general are sleeping
around 20 percent less than at the turn of the last century.
By Jenny Graves
News editor
With the stress of
exams and papers, jobs, sports
and other extracurricular
and social activities, many
college students fall victim to
the harmful effects of sleep
deprivation each semester.
According to The
National Institutes of Health,
adolescents and young adults
between the ages of 12 and 25
belong to a population at high
risk for chronic sleepiness,
based on “evidence that
the prevalence of problem
sleepiness is high and
increasing with particularly
serious consequences.”
According to the
National Highway Traffic
Safety
Administration,
drowsiness or fatigue has
been a main cause in at least
100,000 police-reported traffic
accidents each year, killing
more than 1,500 Americans
and wounding another 71,000.

Young drivers age 25 or
younger are involved in more
than one-half of “fall-asleep
crashes.”
According to the
National Sleep Foundation
(NSF), sleep experts agree
that most adults need between
seven and nine hours of
sleep each night for optimum
performance, health and safety.
Olivet Student Health Services
Director Marilyn Myers added
that sleep deprivation can affect
one’s mental and physical
health. For example, according
to NSF, sleep deprivation
has been linked to health
problems such as obesity and
high blood pressure, negative
mood and behavior, decreased
productivity and safety issues
in the home, on the job, and on
the road.
“[Sleep] is just a basic
bodily need,” Myers says.
The NSF reports that
studies have found that sleep
deprivation decreases the
amount of growth hormone

secretion, which increases
the risk for weight gain.
Research has also revealed
that interrupted sleep can
affect the normal decline of
blood pressure during sleep,
causing hypertension and
cardiovascular problems. It
also impairs the body’s ability
to use insulin, which may
lead to the development of
diabetes.
“If you’re pushing it,
you could push yourself to
death,” Myers says.
According to About,
com, sleep deprivation tends
to worsen in the college years,
but begins in the teen years
as most high school students
claim to be frequently sleepy
and 15 percent admit that they
fall asleep in class.
Senior Bill Artz who
claims to be “a procrastinator
to the fullest sense of the word”
feels as though he never gets
enough sleep, averaging only
three to five hours a night.
“I work in the

mornings and normally have
plans until the late evening, at
which point I have to go home
and work on my homework
for the day for at least a couple
of hours,” he said. “Because
I have such busy days with
my full class load, I never get
time for naps, so it leaves only
Saturday morning to try and
catch up.”
In addition, Artz and
other sleep-deprived students
also have a harder time than
well-rested ones in recovering
from common sicknesses.
According to Myers, getting
extra sleep will boost the
immune system. She says the
average illness runs from one
week to ten days, and the more
sleep one gets in the early
stages of an illness, the shorter
it will last.
“I definitely believe,
[not getting enough sleep]
makes me weaker against the
onslaught of allergies and
seasonal illness,” Artz says.
According to Myers,
insufficient sleep when ill with
a virus or the common cold
can also lead to more serious
conditions such as bronchitis
or pneumonia.
“If everybody got
enough sleep, I’d be out of
work,” she laughed.
Although
she
acknowledged that getting
enough sleep is “always easier
said than done,” she advised
ill students to make resting a
priority and to contact their
professors if they feel they
are falling behind on their
schoolwork. Professors are
free to call the nurses’ station
with any questions.
“People always think
they are going to fall behind
by getting enough sleep, but
what they fail to realize is they
are going to feel better quicker
and get caught up quicker,”
Myers said.

Student Enrichm ent Center
will organize cam pus reso u rces
By Kevin Sandell
News writer
To make students,
faculty, staff and campus
visitors more aware of Olivet’s
resources and their locations,
plans for a Student Enrichment
Center are underway.
An information kiosk,
much like the maps seen at the
entrances of shopping malls,
will soon be mounted in a hightraffic area. The kiosk will list
all of Olivet’s campus resources

and their locations, according
to Associated Student Council
(ASC) Representative Scott
Smith.
The
kiosk
will
illustrate each of the buildings
on campus and the offices
within many of those buildings,
such as Counseling and Career
Services, Financial Aid, the
Registrar, and Mentor-ACouple.
Mentor-A-Couple
is a premarital program

coordinated by the Chaplain’s
office.
“We felt that there was
a problem with the students not
knowing what resources Olivet
had to offer,” Smith, a leader
heading the kiosk plan, said.
“We saw another problem in
no one really knowing where
any of these resources were
located.”
The kiosk will also
help in finding the correct

resource for a student’s
personal problem.
“If someone has a
problem that is very personal,
they probably do not want
to walk from place to place
asking where they should go,”
Smith said.
In
addition,
the
resource will aid students in
their search for class locations.
Without an informational
See ENRICHMENT >PAGE 3
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

Bush victory disappoints many countries

than half a century. Many
By Sebastian Rotella
The Los Angeles Times western Europeans reject not
just Bush’s policies in Iraq
If the rest of the world but his values regarding issues
could have voted in the U.S. such as religion, abortion and
presidential election, it seems the death penalty.
The gut-level response
likely that the global map
would have been dominated by was vehement even in coun
Democrat-blue, interspersed tries that are strong U.S. allies.
with islands of Republican-red Romans in the bustling Piazza
and expanses of ambivalent di Spagna predicted four years
of global strife, war and terror.
gray.
In Europe, the Arab In a voter-leader divide typical
world and Latin America, the of several nations whose gov
prevailing emotions on the ernments back the Bush ad
street were disappointment ministration, Prime Minister
and dismay in the wake of Silvio Berlusconi celebrated
President Bush’s victory dec his good friend’s good fortune
while everyday Italians said
laration Wednesday.
“There is a great and Americans had let them down.
“Americans did not
enduring lack of understanding
between the American people wake up after four years of
and the rest of the world, in mental numbness, totalitarian
both directions,” said Hubert years of a warmonger,” said
Vedrine, a former French for Bruno Calo, an optician. “His
eign minister. “And there will decrepit foreign policies were
be no doubt a kind of hangover absolute failures. It’s enough
for world opinion.” But such to look at...the destabiliza
opinions were by no means tion in the world he created.
universal. In nations including Choosing Kerry would have
ROTC Ranger Challenge Team members held their
Russia, China and Israel, the meant a better chance for the
trophies proudly after their victory in the military skills
election
results brought praise world. This vote confirms that
competition, Oct. 22-24 at Fort McCoy, Wise.
with varying degrees of enthu the American population are
By Bill Geasa_______________ team, which swept seven of the siasm.
bigots.”
News writer eight events. The ‘B’ team of
Leaders of Germany
Reaffirming his part
the Rolling Thunder Battalion, nership with Bush, Russian and France, who irked the
For
the
second with Aaron Amtson and President Vladimir V. Putin Bush administration by spear
consecutive year, cadets from Matt Boersema as members, said he was “glad that the heading opposition to the Iraq
Olivet helped the Rolling finished second in five events American people haven’t let war, did try to strike concilia
Thunder Battalion to win and second overall. The ‘B’ themselves be intimidated by tory notes. Although analysts
the top trophies at the annual team defeated every other terrorists and have made a de said French President Jacques
military skills competition. program in the competition, cision that was appropriate.”
Chirac’s desire for change in
Colleges from Illinois, Iowa, but not the ‘A’ team as they did
Nearby Poland was the White House had been no
Michigan, and Wisconsin met last year.
one of only four countries secret, Chirac said Bush’s sec
Oct. 22-24 at Fort McCoy,
In addition, Ruth — along with Israel, Nigeria ond term would offer a chance
Wise, to compete in eight Browne was given a special and the Philippines — out of to “reaffirm Franco-American
categories: physical fitness commendation for her quick 35 surveyed in which the pub friendship.”
test, tactics written exam, reaction and assistance to a lic did not prefer Sen. John F.
In contrast, diehard
marksmanship, orienteering, fellow cadet. At the award Kerry, according to Canada’s critics such as Venezuela’s
hand grenade throw, weapons ceremony, Browne was first Globe Scan polling organiza President Hugo Chavez and
assembly/disassembly,
one to notice that a member, of the tion. Polish leaders cheered Cuban leader Fidel Castro
rope bridge, and a 10-km color guard was ill. She rushed Bush’s victory, saying Demo maintained silence following
“rucksack run.”
to the aid of the fallen cadet, crats were too soft on foreign the U.S. election.
Cyndi Peters led then replaced the cadet in the policy.
The Muslim world has
the all-female cadet team to color guard after determining
But in much of west deep misgivings. In Ankara,
victory over several male teams that her “patient” was alright.
ern Europe, the presidential Ahmet Sahbaz, a retired police
and two other female teams
“When these cadets vote appeared to reinforce officer, expressed indignation
in the five-person category, could have been arrogant and fears of a deepening cultural in Turkey about the occupation
taking first place in both the boastful, I saw nothing but a and ideological split between of Iraq.
fitness and tactics tests, as well quiet confidence and humility Americans and Europeans, a
“How are we to en
as in the weapons assembly/ in the respect they gave the fracture in the trans-Atlantic dure another four years of
disassembly. The team finished other schools. It really came alliance that has lasted more Bush, how many more innono lower than fourth in any through. I’m sure it drives the
of the other events, defeating other schools nuts who have
so many different doors, so
over half of the nine teams in a stereotype of a Christian
it’s not always going to have
any particular skill.
school’s program as being <CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
a ‘Burke Administration’ sign
As dominating as the ‘soft,’ and yet these teams go
above every door.”
“Lady Rangers” were, the out and just prove them wrong;
Specifically confusing
performance of the ‘A’ team in quietly and confidently,” a
map, many new students to Schellhammer was the
the nine-person category was senior Army officer, who
found it difficult to keep their fact that many classes were
even more skillful. Scott Smith witnessed the competition,
destinations straight. Freshman held away from the class
was one of eight seniors on the said.
Jed Schellhammer had never department’s
headquarters.
been given a thorough tour of For example, while the math
IN THE NEXT ISSUE
campus, creating a sense of department is headquartered
FINANCIAL AID AT ONU
confusion during his very first in Reed Hall of Science, math
days at Olivet.
classes take place in Burke and
Students and administrators dis
“At
orientation,
we
Weber,
he said.
cuss the concerns of dwindling
never did a tour of the academic
For others, especially
scholarships and growing tuition
buildings,” he said. “There’s during times of registration, the

ENRICHMENT

cents must die in Palestine,
in Iraq?” he said. “Allah must
be testing our patience.”
In addition to the
combat in Iraq, potential
flashpoints include Iran,
Syria, Saudi Arabia and the
Palestinian territories. Bush’s
next moves will be watched
with foreboding, interest and
at least in the Gaza Strip, a
tinge of hope.
Although Palestin
ian activists did not cheer
the election restilts, they said
Bush might have more free
dom in a second term to ad
vance his expressed goal, of
bringing about a Palestinian
state.
In Cairo, Egypt, po
litical analyst Muhammed
Sayid Saeed predicted “fur
ther depression” for much of
the Arab world —with the ex
ception of Persian Gulf states
that openly and passively
supported the U.S.-led oust
ing of Saddam Hussein.
In Asia, Koreans
were divided about the merits
of Bush’s hard-nosed style in
a potential confrontation with
North Korean strongman
Kim II Jong. A North Korean
defector said he though Bush
was likely to force change
upon North Korea. “He will
impose more pressure on
Kim Jong II, and hopefully
bring about change in the
country or accelerate its fall,”
said Kang Choi Hwan, 37,
a representative of the De
mocracy Network against the
North Korean Gulag. “I have
more confidence in Presi
dent Bush’s policies towards
North Korea.”
In bedraggled Haiti,
meanwhile, Interim Prime
Minister Gerard Latortue
stayed up all night watching
U.S. election returns on satel
lite television.
“We
are
very
pleased,” Latortue said in a
telephone interview, praising
the Bush administration for
its assistance after devastat
ing floods in May and Sep
tember.
Confusion lies in walking back
and forth between different
offices, some on opposite sides
of campus. To alleviate this
problem, preliminary plans are
to create one physical location
where key campus services,
such as the Offices of the
Registrar and Financial Aid
can be in the same building.
“Ideally we would like
to have them [major offices] all
in one location, but that is still
a few years down the road,”
Smith said.
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SPITTING DISTANCE

M a k in g a d iffe re n c e
in A fg h a n ista n
By Susan Campbell______
Los Angeles Times

When
Elizabeth
Bennett turned 50, she was
downsized from her job as
a book editor. Like so many
others in her situation, the
Storrs, Conn., native decided
it was time to pursue her in
terest in Asian culture.
So last year she went
to Afghanistan.
Usually,
being
downsized isn’t followed by
a move to a war-tom land,
and Bennett’s plans didn’t
make sense to friends.
But Bennett started
reading Chinese poetry in
high school. She learned the
language and then learned
Japanese.
Afghanistan in June
2003 was in disarray, but
sometimes there’s no time
like the present.
Learning the Per
sian language of Afghanistan
~ called Dari —proved to be
only a little difficult. Bennett
went to Kabul to write grants
and teach high school Eng
lish.
After three months,
she started teaching English

(at $250 a month, a windfall
there) at the Deafghanana
Center of Aschiana (which in
Dari means “nest” ), a school
for orphans and street chil
dren.
The center is one of
six around Kabul that serves
about 2,300 street children.
Started in 1995 by Engineer
Yousef with the help of a
Swiss group, the school of
fers training and education to
orphaned children.
Yousef is somewhat
of a hero in Kabul. Several
times he was hauled before
the Taliban and questioned
about educating girls. He
once told his students to ad
mit only to being 6 years old,
if questioned by authorities.
Any girl older would be con
sidered a woman and, there
fore, ineligible for education,
Bennett said.
The Taliban mostly
were removed after the post9/11 U.S.-led invasion of Af
ghanistan in November 2001,
but the effects of decades of
war has left Kabul ragged.
A drought has stretched for
six years. Power comes from
generators.
See DISTANCE >PAGE 6

The Dating Gam e: B e tte r a c t fa s t
b e c a u se su p p lie s, th e y n e v e r la st
By Jen Graham
Variety writer
Television
shows
such as Love Connection and
MTV’s Singled Out are all
imitations of a timeless classic
The Dating Game. The perfect
game show for singles, which
aired for the first time in 1965
on ABC, will be coming to a
station near you in upcoming
weeks, but this time, with a
twist.
Thanks to Olivet’s
very own Studio Production
class, taught by Professor
Bishop, The Dating Game will
be airing with Olivet students
as contestants.
The first
taping, which stars sophomore
Katie Fleetwood and freshman
Bennett Blake, took place on
Oct. 20 and should be coming
to Olivet’s cable station
shortly.
Producer
Lauren
Beitelschees thought that
despite a few changes of
plans, the first taping went off
without a hitch.
“We
had
two
contestants
almost
catch
a glimpse of the bachelor/
bachelorette but we caught
them just in time. The Dating
Game went pretty well for
our first taping. We had a

live audience that added
great energy to the show.
Everyone—the
production
class,
contestants,
and
audience—had a great time,”
Beitelschees said.
The show features a
bachelorette on one side and
three bachelors on the other
side. Without being able to see
them, the bachelorette must

"I asked,'If you
could have one
thing stuck be
tween your teeth
for the rest of your
life, what would it
be?"'
» KATIE FLEETWOOD
OLIVET BACHELORETTE

ask the gentlemen questions in
a certain amount of time and
decide which she would like
to accompany on a “dream
date” based on his answers.
The same goes for a bachelor
playing the game.
The questions usually
possess a quirkiness about
them and are very original
in nature such as the ones
bachelorette, Katie Fleetwood

chose to use.
“I had decided that
I was going to make my
decision regarding whom I
would choose based on their
answer to my first question.
I asked, ‘If you could have
one thing stuck between your
teeth for the rest of your life,
what would it be?”’ Fleetwood
said.
“One of the bachelors
answered, ‘chicken wings’ and
I knew that he was the one I
was going to choose. So, even
though he said that if he were
going to commit a crime, he’d
kill someone, I stuck to my
first impression.” Questions
such as these could win one a
date with the girl/guy of their
dreams.
The winners received
gift certificates to a restaurant
provided by sponsors.
“We went out to
Applebee’s and had a great time
ordering whatever we wanted,
with no money restraints. It
was a great experience and
a great chance to make a
friend with your decision
based on nothing more than a
conversation,” she said.
The Dating Game has
proven itself as a great way for
students to meet new people on
See DATING >PAGE 6

Katt/Mouse by David Moore
l don't think
I’ve ever seen
you clean the
apartment
voluntarily.

It’s open
dorms tonight.j
^>h, rig h t)

Did j u s t \
laugh outtlo u d U

Hey-I just thinK
the concept of
‘open dorms’ is
funny, that’s all!
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Katt/Mouse by David Moore
Oh no-

I don’t ■
he was
one.
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Living “in the middle of the ride”
By Katie Nichols
Variety writer

One Olivet student
tells her story of
searching for peace
amongst hurting
fam ily members over
Fall Break.
The words echoed
over and over in her mind. She
wished and prayed they would
come true for her. The chorus
from Jimmy Eat World’s song
The Middle applied to her
situation so well. “It just takes
some time, little girl you’re
in the middle of the ride.
Everything will be just fine,
everything will be alright.”
She did feel like she
was in the middle of a crazy,
upside down ride where she
was completely out of control
and just hoping that things
would turn out okay.
Freshman
Brittany
Spangler listened to the song
for three straight hours as she
traveled to her hometown,
Indianapolis, Ind., for Fall
Break.
As she tried to sort out
the issues at home, confused,
nervous and worried thoughts
raced through her mind, like
those of Payton Manning, the
Indianapolis Colt’s star NFL
quarterback, when losing the
biggest game of his career.
Her 16-year-old sister,
Jill, is pregnant. Her parents
want her sister to keep the
baby and she doesn’t want to
be around the situation at all.
“I was afraid Jill
would hate me when I got
home because I was coming
home for the first time and a lot
of the undivided attention that
was on Jill would be focused
at me,” Spangler said.
Brittany’s sister is an
unmarried, unemployed junior
in high school that has a baby
boy due mid-January. The
two sisters could not be more
different.
While Jill is the partygoer and extroverted, Brittany
would rather stay inside and
is comfortable with being
introverted. Jill controls her
parents, while Brittany feels
controlled by her parents.
Brittany is non-confrontational
while Jill likes confrontations.
Brittany has a job at JewelOsco while attending college
and Jill has trouble keeping a
job for an extended period of
time in high school.
Even their physical
appearances are completely
different. Jill is tall and thin
with very short, brown hair,

while the shorter Brittany
has longer, dirty blond hair.
Brittany likes to dress down
and be comfortable, but Jill
likes to call attention to herself
by the way she dresses. Adding
to these physical differences
is that the two are actually
not blood-related.
They
were adopted from separate
families.
“Everything
is
different about us,” Brittany
said.
“We’ve never been
friends, ever. Everyone always
says ‘Wait, it’ll get better when
you get older,’ but I’ve been
waiting for 18 years.”
You can tell by the
absence of family photos in
Room 116 of Parrott Hall that
memories of home are not as
fond for Brittany as for some.
“It’s not that I don’t
love my family, it’s just hard,”
Brittany said. “When I was
home with Jill, I would cry
almost every day. Whenever I
come home now, I cry. I enjoy
doing things with my parents;
I’m just stressed because I
don’t know how we’ll pay
for this baby and school and
everything.
Adding to that stress is
that fact that Brittany’s parents
want Jill to keep the baby.
Abortion is not an option,
Brittany said, but they have
only suggested adoption once
or twice.
“I don’t want to live
with a baby in the house;
it would just be too hard,”
Brittany said. “Besides, I don’t
think that Jill could handle
that responsibility when she
doesn’t even have her life
straight now.”
Brittany’s
parents
view the act of premarital sex
a sin, but they intend to care
for the baby that is a result of
that sin. They have already
made arrangements to keep
the baby by moving their fullsize mattress to the basement,
so Jill and the baby can sleep
there.
Going home for Fall
Break meant dealing with
issues Brittany had tried so
desperately to make disappear.
“I was glad to see
my mom and dad,” Brittany
said. “But I wasn’t excited
at. all about having to face
something that I had tried to
forget and having to realize
that this whole situation is
really happening.”
No one was more
surprised than Brittany to
realize the experience at home
was better than expected.
Brittany was able to spend
time with her parents, talking
and doing laundry, attending
a mini high school reunion

and visiting friends at Indiana
Wesleyan.
Although,
like
a
little kid-sister, the first time
Brittany saw Jill was when she
came into Jill’s room to borrow
her stereo. The reply she got
was “What are you doing?”
“She just kind of
ignored me all weekend,”
Brittany said. “I had been
hoping to be able to talk to her,

"I've learned that I
need to stop wor
rying about it and I
don't have control
over any of it. But
that I just need to
trust God that he
will take care of it."
» BRITTANY SPANGLER
but she doesn’t want that.”
An awkward moment
came when the family attended
a homecoming service at a
church where Brittany’s dad
used to be the youth pastor. The
service was special because all

the old pastors come back and
visit the church.
- “It was weird because
I wasn’t sitting with Jill, but
I could see her and the whole
time,” Brittany said. “I was
wondering what everyone else
was thinking since they hadn’t
seen Jill in so long and now she
is pregnant. She is showing
enough to look like she has a
beer-belly.”
Brittany was a little
relieved to not have an
opportunity to have a talk with
her sister.
“She was gone almost
all weekend and I was busy
too,” Brittany said. “I didn’t
see her very much, but it was
good. She has told me she
doesn’t want me involved in
her life and I would just get
upset if I talked to her, so it
worked out well.”
While Brittany and her
parents don’t always see eyeto-eye, they are considerate
of her feelings in this whole
situation.
“I told my parents for
Christmas break that I don’t
want to stay at home and that
I’ll stay with my grandma,”
Brittany said. “I’ll still see

them everyday though. They
weren’t really happy about it,
but they understand.”
Brittany said the drive
home was good for her and
as she put in her only tape,
Jimmy Eat World, she thought
how it’d be good to be back at
Olivet.
“I was sad to be
leaving because I had had fun
with my friends at home, but
also relieved to get away,”
Brittany said. “This experience
did teach me how to deal with
my sister in the future; to just
stay out of her life basically
because she doesn’t want me
involved.”
Since there are many
more possible trips home for
Brittany, this one was a good
tester and a way to gauge the
pressure within her family. But
with Brittany’s newly gained
experience, she knows it’s not
her problem to handle.
“I’ve learned that I
need to stop worrying about it
and that I don’t’ have control
over any of it,” Spangler said.
“But that I just need to trust
God that he will take care of
it.”

CANDY COSTUME FEST 2004

(L-r): Up for Best Group Based on Pop Culture, sophomores John "Wario" Hamilton,
Sam "Luigi" Graham, Nate "Mario" Stout and Jen "Princess" Graham partied at Hid
den Cove Oct. 30.
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Cohagan’s Sw eet River goes national D IS T A N C E
Donations have helped
a little. When the school re
ceived a donation of pencils,
Bennett would break them in
half. She spent the last three
months there using the back of
computer paper for notebook
pages.
Education for girls
is still something of a radical
notion, but Yousef is insistent.
Still, in deference to local cus
tom, Bennett covered her head
with a scarf.
Other women, still
reeling from the repressive
Taliban rule, wear burkas, the
traditional head-to-toe cover
ing.
Despite the gist of
news reports, Bennett said
that in her year there, she wit
nessed only one act of vio
lence — a man hit another in
the nose when the second man
had struck him with a bicycle.
Once, a young boy threw rocks
at her. The second day he did
that, she ran after him and then
mentioned it to a local vendor.
The boy never threw another
rock.
“I wasn’t particularly
happy about that,” Bennett

said, laughing. “I was glad he
missed.”
Since she returned to
the United States in May, she’s
been trying to raise money for
the school. She figures roughly
$3,000 will pay for a teacher’s
salary for a year, plus buy sup
plies for the 680 students.
Even though raising
that small amount of money
has been slow, there’s room
for hope in the impoverished
country. Saturday, Afghanis
will vote in a much-disputed
presidential election; a sole
woman, Masooda Jalal, is a
candidate. Jalal has said that
41 percent of the country’s
registered voters are women.
Bennett said Kabul
also shows signs of improve
ment. When she arrived, the
airport was scattered with rem
nants of bombed planes. When
she left, those ruins were gone,
and saplings had been planted
up and down her street.
In between fund rais
ing, Bennett is working on a
book about her experiences.
And then? She just may go
back.
To donate directly to
Aschiana, send contributions
to HALO (Helping and Lov
ing Orphans), 2416 2nd Ave.
North, Seattle, WA 98109.

camera. For those shy singles
out there, be sure to watch
for dating tips from the hosts
before each break.
If you are interested
in further details such as
becoming a contestant or
even an audience member,

contact one of the producers
of The Dating Game, Lauren
Beitelschees
or
Ashley
Cullins.
Dying to know who
Katie ended up with? Be
sure to look for the upcoming
episode of The Dating Game.
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By Stephen Foxworthy
Variety writer
“Oh, the Sweet River
life is the good life! It’s good
to know how sweet this life
can be! Take your sour face
and head on down the road a
good long way ‘cuz here by
the river, life is sweet!” •
When friend and
colleague Jim Custer proposed
the idea of Sweet River County
about five years ago, Jerry
Cohagan - current ONU
theatre professor - jumped at
the opportunity to help out.
“He wanted to do a Christian
^Greater Tuna,” Cohagan
states, referencing a secular
play written about a small town
in Texas that has spawned two
sequels. Greater Tuna featured
two' men performing a great
number of roles, something
that Custer and Cohagan
wanted to rejplicate.
What came about
as a result was Sweet River
County- a play taking place in
a Southern county about two
families and their response to
the death of main character
Lurlene’s granddaddy, who
died suffocating on two
garbanzo beans that went up
his nose after he fell face-first
into his bowl of chili. Lurlene’s
husband, Marvin, calls the
mortuary about a ‘burial,’ but

Dickey, the mortuary worker,
mishears due to Marvin’s
thick southern accent, so he
cremates him by accident. The
story that ensues is comedic
in the telling, and even more
so in the depiction.
“It’s
light on message, heavy on
entertainment,” Cohagan says.
“It’s just really funny.”
For the first time
since it was written, Sweet
River County is finally
being performed by wellknown Christian improv/
comedy team, Mad Dogs and
Englishmen. Based out of
Colorado, Colin Hearn and
Dave Christman have traveled
the country performing topical
comedy and improvisational
humor for years.
Now,
however, they take on a new
task of touring the nation with
the first production of Sweet
River County. “There’s even
talk of it getting published...
by Lillenas,” Cohagan says
optimistically.
While Cohagan has
not written anything since
Sweet River County, he says
he still has ideas for more
plays, even if he is currently
too busy to write them down.
Cohagan got his start writing
“out of necessity” as he and
his first partner, Stephen
Hicks, began touring as the
celebrated comedy duo Hicks

and Cohagan. “It all started
out as improv,” Cohagan
recalls. “Then two or three
years would go by and we’d
say, ‘Hey, we should write
some of this stuff down!”’
Since then, Cohagan
has written a number of oneacts and plays based primarily
on his own life. One of his
first one-acts was called “The
Ark,” about a father and son
who build a canoe christened
“The Ark.” The play is a
metaphor for the typical
father/son relationship, legacy,
and traditions,
mirroring
Cohagan’s relationship with
his own father.
Next for Cohagan is
the fall play, The Boys Next
Door, but he stays excited
about Sweet River touring.
“[Mad Dogs and Englishmen]
are funny guys,” Cohagan says.
“I’m sure they’re going to do
a good job.” To learn more
about the group Mad Dogs
and Englishmen, including the
traveling schedule for Sweet
River County, visit http://
w w w .m addogsenglishm en.
com or visit their agency,
Ambassador, at http://www.
ambassadoragency.com.
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campus and
participate
in something
fun, albeit on
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The Grudge
Horror* PG-13
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The Grudge masterfully builds on
scare tactics reminiscent of last
year's blockbuster, The Ring, but the
film Is ultimately a forgettable play
on what's already been done.
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Olivet, Paschal to present Saviour oratorio
ByEmily Davis
A&E writer
Olivet
Nazarene
University
students
and
alumni will collaborate with
Christian
vocalist
Janet
Paschal November 6 at 7:30
p.m. in Chalfant Hall for the
2004 Homecoming concert
production of Saviour.
The
production,
composed by Greg Nelson
and Bob Farrell, tells the
story of God’s passion for His
people in a Biblical narrative
accompanied by contemporary
rhythms, thick orchestra, and a
175-voice chorus.
George
Wolff,
Director of Marketing and
Communications at Olivet,
as well as concert soloist,
described this modem oratorio

as a contemporary companion
to Handel’s Messiah and
ideal for next weekend’s
celebration.
“It’s a perfect piece
for Homecoming because it
really does speak to many
audiences- there are great
contemporary and traditional
moments throughout which
makes it accessible to a wider,
scope,” Wolff said.
In addition to the
production’s ability to speak
to a wider audience, Wolff
also noted that it presented
the music department with
the perfect opportunity to
maximize their sound.
“We thought it would
be great to do it with a huge
choir and a huge orchestra
and bring in alumni soloists,”
Wolff said, “Also, we do try

to bring in an external artist
every other year or so, and we
felt that this was concert was
perfect for that.”
This year’s featured
artist is Christian vocalist,
Janet Paschal. Paschal has
performed her chart-topping
songs nationwide, and the
Grammy and Dove award
nominee has appeared with
Rev. Billy Graham, Bill and
Gloria Gaither and President
George W. Bush.
Paschal, however, is
not alone in her impressive
musical credentials. Each of
the six alumni soloists featured
returns to Olivet with extensive
experience both on stage
and in the recording studio.
Conductor Brian Parker, who
has served both the Olivet
campus extensively since his

graduation in 1994, has even
previously conducted Saviour
for the College Church of the
Nazarene.
Parker, who now serves
as the Director of Admissions
for Olivet, speaks fondly of the
piece he has come to know so
well.
“It’s a thrilling work
and really orchestrally and
chorally thick. It’s a piece
with soaring, memorable
melodies and rich harmonies
and orchestrations,” Parker
said.
Parker stated that
the power is felt even in the
opening song, a duet between
soloists George Wolff and
Mark Hodge who play the
parts of Adam and God,
respectively.
“It’s really the

narration of God creating man,
and the conversation between
Adam and God is in my
estimation one of the greatest
moments in the piece,” Parker
said.
Both
Parker and
Wolff do clarify, however,
that Saviour is not a typical
staged musical but a concise
narrative accompanied by
a contemporary blend of
synthesized
sounds
and
rhythms with
traditional
orchestration.
“I do hope that our
students really
consider
coming to see it, a lot of their
peers will be performing, and it
has a lot to offer any audience,”
Parker said.
Student tickets are $5
in advance, adult tickets are $8
in advance or $10 at the door.

The Incredibles lives up to its name
By Kenneth.Turan
The Los Angeles Times

ro.
In a typically wickedclever opening, we meet Mr.
Incredible (Coach’s Craig
T.Nelson), Elastigirl (Holly
Hunter) and Frozone (Samuel
L. Jackson) as they submit to
a classic series of “is this thing
on” TV interviews, revealing
themselves to be as prone to
irritation and frustration as the
least super of their fellow citi
zens of Municiberg.

is all in a day’s work for the
bulked up Mr. I, as adept at sav
ing wandering cats as captur
ing fleeing criminals. There’s
always time to trade bon mots
with tart-tongued French safe
cracker Bomb Voyage and
shoo away (“You’re not af
filiated with me” he huffs) su
perhero wanna-be Buddy Pine
(Jason Lee), a pesky teenager
who wants to be a sidekick in
the worst way.

former Mr. Incredible now
masquerading as ordinary Bob
Parr, a man with thinning hair
and an expanding gut. He’s
married to Helen (the former
Elastigirl) and works under
the perennially dyspeptic Gil
bert Huph (Wallace Shawn) as
a claims adjuster for the heart
lessly corporate Insuricare.
His job title notwith
standing, Bob can’t adjust
to life in the normal lane. He

Six for six and count
ing. The streak goes on.
In an unparalleled
run powered by sheer inven
tiveness and a special kind of
skill, Pixar Animation Studios,
an organization that has yet
to come up short with either
the public or the critics, has
done it one more time. "The
Incredibles” is a worthy com
puter animated successor to
the two Toy Story movies, A
Bug’s Life, Monster’s, Inc. and
Finding.Nemo. And it’s some
thing more as well.
For this film, written
and directed by Brad Bird,
aims even higher than those
successes. Yes, it’s got the
trademark smarter-than-smart
Pixar sense of humor, bursts
of wild comic energy that
V %
« f ili
show us how funny films can
'r-.' ■ * A
be when they have the confi
*. .'f. - t i r ô s S
dence not to talk down to their
IllP p li f i ; ' *
audience. But anyone who saw
Bird’s quietly moving first fea
ture, The Iron Giant, know that
laughs are not all he is after.
Bird has dreamt the
animator’s big dream of doing
Then, without warn sympathizes with the frustra
“Leave the saving of
it all, and he’s made it come the world to the men?” says ing, everything starts to go tion his super-powered chil
true. He’s created the unprec an incredulous Elastigirl when terribly, terribly wrong. Super dren, the blindingly fast Dash
edented film that is not just a asked about settling down. “I heroes get taken to court and (Spencer Fox) and the invis
grand feature length cartoon, don’t think so.” And Mr. In lose, costing the government ible teen Violet (Sarah Vowbut a grand feature, period, a credible grumbles that “No so much in damages and pub ell), feel at having to hide their
piece of animation that’s in matter how many times you lic ill will they have to aban powers in a world that wants
volving across a spectrum of save the world it always man don their professions and hide everyone to be ordinary. And,
comedy, action, even drama. ages to get back in jeopardy out in the equivalent of witness under cover of going bowling,
. And he’s done it by work again. I mean sometimes I protection programs.
he and Lucius Best, a.k.a. Fro
That’s where The In zone, sneak out and, hooded
ing within the confines of one just want it to stay saved, you
credibles proper starts, 15 like criminals, secretly help
of the staples of cartoons and know, for a little bit.”
Being a public figure years down the road, with the people.
comic literature, the superhe

i

But what if, some
where in the world, the need
for an old school superhero
should arise? When Bob gets a
secret communication from the
sultry Mirage (Elizabeth Pena)
hinting at just that, it leads him
to some of the funniest, most
human and most adventurous
situations computer animation
has yet put on the screen.
Given that his old Mr.
I uniform isn’t fitting the way
it used to, Bob ends up paying
a visit, to the inimitable Edna
Mode, couturier to the heroic,
the ultimate fashionista who
combines Louise Brooks’ hair
with the iron will of a samurai.
Hysterically voiced by direc
tor Bird himself, this tiny ter
ror, given to saying ‘T never
look back, it distracts from the
now,” is a gift from the gods.
While much of The
Incredibles is blessedly funny,
there is also a surprising air
of poignancy about much of
it. Bob’s mid-life passion to
secretly relive his glory days
puts a genuine strain on his
marriage and his family, some
thing the film takes quite seri
ously.
It’s able to do this in
part because advances in com
puter technology have made
it possible to create fake hu
man characters in a way that,
even factoring in intentional
caricaturing, make Bob, Helen
and the gang seem in some undefinable way more real than
CGI folks ever have before.
Having realistic peo
ple as protagonists makes the
See INCREDIBLES >PAGE 11

More Precious than Rubies

Hometown: Bourbonnais,lll.
Feelings After Nomination to Homecoming Court: I was very
surprised when I found out that I was nominated onto Court! I
have always held the ladies from years past in high esteem, and I
am honored that my peers would consider me to be someone who
is worth being in this position.
Favorite ONU Memory: One of my favorite things that I will
remember about Olivet is going on the Orpheus tours every year.
My friend Amanda and I have stayed in some pretty crazy places
-- which always make for very funny stories!
Favorite Scripture: 1 Corinthians 10:13
Favorite Quote:"We are what we do repeatedly. Excellence, there
fore, is not an act, but a habit."- Aristotle
Favorite Movie: An Affair to Remember
Favorite Actors: Kevin Kline,Tom Hanks, Cary Grant and John
Wayne
Hobbies: Reading, hanging out with my friends and relaxing.
Favorite Food: I love Mexican food - especially the cheese dips!
Katie Benson

Hometown: Milwaukee, Wise.
Feelings After Nomination to Homecoming Court: I feel incredibly blessed! I
am so grateful that placing me at Olivet was part of God's amazing plan for my
life. The people that make up this school;faculty, professors, and over course the
students, have been a true inspiration in my life and I feel so honored to be part of
it's tradition on this year's homecoming court. I am part of such an incredible class
and I only wish that every girl could be honored in this way because they are all so
deserving of it.
Favorite ONU Memory: I have way too many awesome memories to think of one
in particular. I just think that sharing life with the people on this campus has been
so awesome!
Favorite Scripture: "Not by might nor by power, but by my spirit," says the Lord Al
mighty. Zechariah 4:6b
Amy Brooks
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Hometown: Racine, Wise
Feelings After Nomination to Homecoming Court: I feel extremely
blessed to be on Court with four amazing women of God. The Lord is
definitely a huge part in each of our lives, and God deserves all the glory
and praise! I am so honored and excited to have some fun over Home
coming weekend! Yeah seniors!
Favorite ONU Memories: Living on the"naked"3rd Floor North freshman
year and finding out that almost my entire floor ate laxative brownies that
were delivered to us through the mail as a Senior prank, playing intramu
rals, Ollies Follies, Band Variety shows and Bible study this year.
Favorite Scripture: The Lord your God is with you, he is mighty to save. He
will take great delight in you, he will quiet with his love, he will rejoice over
you with singing. Zephaniah 3:17
Favorite Quote: "Your calling is that place where your deep gladness
meets the world's deep need."-- Frederick Buechmer
Hobbies: Spending time with family and friends, playing sports, playing
clarinet, working with kids, making something creative, being goofy
going to country music concerts with my hubby.
Favorite Foods: Pizza and ice cream
Sarah Kirkland

¡Gregory, Mich
Feelings After Nomination to Homecoming Court: I feel so blessed
to be able to be a part of such an amazing experience. I am excited and
honored to be able to represent our class with these four other very
deserving girls.
Favorite ONU Memory: Freshman year playing intramural basketball
with a bunch of non-basketball playing friends and losing 101 to 12. It
was so fun because every time one of our team members scored we
would stop and celebrate and the other team would just run down to
the other end and score while we were still,celebrating.
Favorite Scripture: How great is the love the Father has lavished on us,
that we should be called children o f God! And that is what we are! The rea
son the world does not know us is that it did not know him. 1 John 3:1
Favorite Movie: Runaway Bride
Favorite Actor: Brennan Vidt

Sally Slusher

Hometown: Northville, Mich.
Feelings After Nomination to Homecoming Court: I feel excited and honored!
Favorite ONU Memory: One time we roasted marshmallows over the eternal flame!
Favorite Scripture: Because your love is better than life, my lips will glorify you. I will praise you
as long as I live, and in your name, I will lift up my hands. Psa Ims 64:3-4
Favorite Movie: The Emperor's New Groove
Favorite Actress: Julia Roberts
Hobbies: Outdoor activities and hanging out with friends.
Favorite Foods: Pasta and cheesecake
Nathalie Tomakowsky
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Shark Tale a disappointment for Nemo fans

By Stephen Foxworthy
A&E writer
Don’t expect Finding
Nemo when you shell out
your hard-earned dollars for
Shark Tale, or you will likely
be sorely disappointed. The
only real resemblance between
the two films is that they both
feature fish.
While Nemo
aims for humor based on
actual goings-on in the ocean,
Shark Tale attempts to take the
‘landlubbers’to the ocean floor,
complete with sea scrapers,
shark mob bosses, and a
whale wash to get barnacles
and the like off of whales.

Think Osmosis Jones meets
The Little Mermaid meets The
Godfather and you’ll have a
pretty adequate idea of what to
expect.
Shark Tale tells the
story of a fast-talking dreamer
of a fish named Oscar who
would give anything to get out
of his job at Sykes’Whale Wash
(“The price? Oh my gosh!”)
and live the good life. After
blowing some money he owed
his boss Mr. Sykes (Martin
Scorsese) on a seahorse race,
Oscar finds himself in shallow
water... until a mishap between
two of the shark boss’ sons
leaves one shark dead, one

in hiding,
and Oscar
labeled as a
shark slayer.
When
he
meets
up
with Lenny
[ ( J a c k
Black),
a
shark who
needs
to
[disappear’,
O s c a r
seizes the
opportunity
to solidify
himself as a
‘true’ shark
slayer.
Between Tale and this
summer’s Shrek 2, it seems
that Dreamworks is trying
to tell children that the only
lesson worth learning is “just
be yourself and everything
will work out okay”. Oscar’s
lies meet with predictably
troublesome results as he, as
you might imagine, needs to
keep lying to cover from the
initial lie. It is only when he
realizes that he doesn’t need to
be in the ‘big time’ to be liked
by his fellow fish that the plot
comes full circle. However,
with an opening weekend of
$49.1 million and a gross of

Olivet musicians compete,
one takes state honors
By Dr. Neal Woodruff
A&E contributor
ONU music majors
traveled Oct. 29-30 to Illinois
Wesleyan
University
in
Bloomington, 111. to take part in
voice performance auditions,
sponsored by the National
Association of Teachers of
Singing (NATS).
NATS
is
the
most prestigious national
organization for those who
teach
singing;
members
must have a record of
successful teaching, and be
recommended for membership
by a current NATS member.
Olivet’s entire voice faculty is
members of NATS.
Six students from the
studio of Dr. Neal Woodruff
participated in the auditions:
Nathan
Evenson,
Stacie
Knefelkamp, Amanda Medley,
Kim Meiste, Brad Senffner,
and Rachel Smith. While
each of the students sang very
well, Knefelkamp, Senffner,
and Smith advanced to the
second round of competition
on Saturday morning.
Stacie
Knefelkamp

received state honors by
placing fourth in her division,
senior women, typically the
most competitive division.
This
competition
involved students who study
voice from state and private
colleges throughout the state
of Illinois. Recognition at
a National Association of
Teachers of Singing function
carries with it a nationally
recognized stamp of approval.
“It was a great
experience getting to hear other
people from other schools,”
senior Brad Senffner said.
“It was a reminder that the
musical training we’re getting
at Olivet will enable us to
be competitive in the outside
musical world just as well as
at any other school.”
NATS annually hosts
local, state, and regional
performance
auditions.
Students must be studying
with an active NATS member,
and be sponsored by that
teacher in order to be eligible
for any level of competition.
Participants are placed in
divisions according to year in
college and gender.

The competition is
divided into three rounds.
During the first round students
are evaluated according to
standard voice techniques:
consistent larynx position,
support, tone quality and
freedom,
intonation, etc.
These techniques are applied
and evaluated by a committee
of three
adjudicators.
Competitors
are
judged
according to the perception of
an acceptable level of technical
achievement for their division.
All
students
participate in the first round,
but only those receiving the
highest scores advance.
During the second
round students are evaluated
by a different set of
adjudicators according to the
same principles. At the close
of the second round the top
five singers from each division
are selected. The top three
singers advance to the final
round, while the fourth and
fifth singers receive honorable
mention.

$134 million at the time of this
writing, it seems that this is
the sort of message that people
want their children to know.
Another
difference
between Nemo and Tale is the
choice of casting. While Nemo
chose stars that weren’t quite
well known like Albert “What
has he been in again?” Brooks
and Ellen “She used to have
a sitcom, right?” DeGeneres,
Tale uses established big
names celebrities to fill their
cast and draw in crowds.
While the crowds have come,
we certainly learned from the
summer bust that was Around
the World in 80 Days, that a
cast full of easily recognizable
stars is not necessarily a good
thing. Indeed, the film seems
very busy, teeming with
celebrities that (with the notable
exception of Jack Black) have
all been at least nominated for
an Academy Award. (Three
of the actors - Robert DeNiro,
Angelina Jolie, and Rene6
Zellweger - have actually won
Oscars.) Also distracting was
the animators’ insistence on
making every fish look like
the actor portraying them.
Instead of seeing a mob boss
shark, we saw Robert DeNiro
and instead of a nervous whale

wash owner, we saw Martin
Scorsese.
While there were
some decent performances,
particularly by Jolie, Scorsese,
and Zellweger, the movie
got stolen by the secondary
characters.
One of the
better points of the film was
definitely Ernie and Bemie,
the Rastafarian jellyfish who
serve as Sykes’ henchmen
(aptly voiced by recording
artist Ziggy Marley and Cool
Runnings star Doug E. Doug).
Also be on the lookout for
Katie Couric in a cameo as an
undersea news correspondent,
Katie Current.
All things considered,
Shark Tale is a rather amusing
film, but the plot and story
are really nothing special. As
stated earlier, these are things
that have been seen before, as
recently as Shrek 2. Why the
studio feels the need to rehash
the same theme time and again
is unknowable, but a bit tiring.
Plus, with several cheap gags
and pirns that are less than
clever, the best that Tale does
is leave you wondering why
you didn’t just wait for the
DVD to come out.

INCREDIBLES

the Walt Disney Company,
Pixar’s current partner, made
Pinocchio, still considered a
pinnacle of hand-drawn ani
mation. The Incredibles, a pin
nacle of computer art, wants to
be a real story in just the same
way as that celebrated puppet
wanted to be a real boy. The
torch between art forms and
between generations couldn’t
be passed in a more fitting, a
more satisfying way.
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astonishing exploits this fam
ily of superheroes is asked to
perform that much more in
volving. The Incredibles' cre
ators help out here by doing an
envelope-pushing job of con
juring up villains to confront,
crises to be solved and Indiana
Jones-worthy settings for ad
venture.
Some sixty years ago,
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Denominational concerns at Olivet
If someone asks if
you are a Christian, do you
reply “yes,” or do you insist on
Whether
you explaining to them that you are
are
Baptist,
Methodist, a Nazarene or a Baptist or nonEvangelical Free, Nazarene, denominational? Does your
non-denominational or one of faith in Jesus Christ depend on
the many other denominations your religious “category”?
represented here at Olivet,
Many
people,
one thing remains consistent including
senior
Jackie
- you are first and foremost a Smith, do not believe that
Christian.
denomination is particularly
Unfortunately, many important to their faith in Jesus
people often tend to forget Christ.
that it does not matter what
“When we come right
denominational background down to it, we’re all a part of the
you came from.
same body, the body of Christ.
At
times people And the little differences we
become
so
caught
up have shouldn’t really matter,”
in . differences
among Smith said.
denominations and trying to
Over the years, the
figure out which one is the dynamics of Olivet have
best, they forget that everyone changed. There used to be a
who has accepted Jesus Christ large majority of Nazarene
as their personal Savior and students at Olivet. However,
strives each day to live f o r . now it is almost exactly half
Him is a Christian, regardless Nazarene and half Nonof
their
denominational Nazarene.
affiliation.
Most of the NonBy Denise Knee
Spiritual Life editor

"When we come
right down to it,
we're all a part of
the same body,
the body of Christ.
And the little dif
ferences we have
shouldn't really
matter."
»JACKIE SMITH
like NYC. Likewise, many of
the Nazarenes arrive at Olivet
freshman year surprised to meet
so many other freshmen that
are not Nazarene but are from

Christian Church
3 .3 %

‘7 appeal to you, brothers, in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ, that all o f you agree
with one another so that there may be no
divisions among you and that you may be
perfectly united in mind and thought. “
1 Cor. 1:10

Nazarenes that arrive at
Olivet freshman year feel
overwhelmed at first because
the Nazarene students are
talking about what district
they are from and who their
favorite speaker was at events

Evangelical Free

Catholic
4.5%

a different denomination.
However,
with
time most students begin
to learn about each other’s
beliefs and respect
each
other’s
relationship with
Christ regardless of their
denominational affiliations.
Another question to be
pondered when thinking about
the affect of denominations
on the Church is whether the
denominations are a hindrance
to the Church, especially when
it comes to witnessing to non
believers.
Many times people
tend to focus too much on all
of the doctrinal differences
among the denominations
and forget to look at all the
things they have in common.
Some people are also so
concerned with proving that
their denomination is the right
denomination that they forget
that we are all God’s children.
Perhaps people should
stop focusing so much on

denominational
differences
and start focusing on being
more united as Christians.
God called us to be witnesses
to all nations. He did not call
us to make new Nazarenes or
Baptists in other nations, but
disciples. We should shift our
focus from our denominational
differences to sharing Christ
with other people.
However, the different
denominations are here to stay
and do help people find a place
to worship that fits their needs.
Each denomination offers
a different type of worship
service, a different community
and a different style of
preaching which allows people
to find a church where they
feel comfortable and are able
each week to grow and learn.
This
semester’s
chapel theme is “One Book.
One Olivet,” but are we truly
dedicated to making Olivet
“One?”

Baptist
8 .5%

“Therefore go and make disciples o f
all nations, baptizing them in the
name o f the Father and o f the Son
and o f the Holy Spirit. “
Matt. 28:19

2.8%

Non-denominational
6 .4 %
Lutheran
3 .3%

vfmw

Are you looking for a clependable job with a small
time
commitment? \
GlimmerGlass is hiring a distribution man-

ager, responsible for pick-up and delivery
of newspapers every tw o weeks. Call
x5315 for details on wages and delivery
schedules.
Must have access to a vehicle on campus; pay will be provided for
mileage.
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Overcoming grief through God’s strength
By Josh Maurer
Spiritual Life writer
One early October
morning, frost still glistening
on the lawn outside his
window, Aaron Wainscott
jumped down from his loft
bed to answer a phone call. It
was his father. The news made
Aaron’s face fall with grief;
his lips began to quiver, and
his eyes glazed with emotion.
His grandmother had finally
fallen after a long-term battle
with cancer.
If Aaron’s love for
his family is ever doubted,
all one needs see are the five
neatly framed family photos
arranged on his desk in Hills
202, or his grandmother’s ring
he wears everyday on a neck
chain. Clearly, this news hits a
family man harder than most.
With Fall Break still a week
away, it became obvious that
he would have to depart earlier
than expected.
However, that wasn’t
the only grief Aaron faced.
His grandfather asked him
to do more than attend the
funeral. Because Aaron is the
only Christian in his family, his
grandfather expected him to
conduct it - a double burden.
Aaron first learned of
his grandmother’s bout with
cancer one year ago, but the
doctors did not know it was

spreading. Just one month ago
during a follow-up visit, her
physician gave her surprising
news: only one month to live.
“Everybody in the
family was at peace (about her
death) because we all knew it
was just a matter of time before
she died,” Aaron said. “(But)
since I haven’t done one of
these ceremonies before, I first
went and talked to my pastor
and got a layout plan and some
training on how to perform a
funeral service. I then wrote
the eulogy and followed that
up by writing the outline for
the service, and in my outline I
had two scripture readings.”
If coping with his
grandmother’s death wasn’t
enough stress, leading the
ceremony as a 21-year-old
presents its own challenges. In
fact, the colors of the books on
his shelf, arranged like a long
string of leaning dominos,
convey how this experience
has beat him up emotionally.
Several of the book spines are
black or blue, marked with
titles that demonstrate he now
prepares for ministry even if he
is not yet prepared: Christian
Communication
Across
Cultural Landscape, The
New Testament, A Model for
Making Disciples and Pastor:
The Theology and Ordained
Ministry.
_
How does a man go

about ministering to others
while grieving himself? Aaron
decided on an upbeat service
that commemorated her life
more than it mourned her
death.
“I wanted to make the
service more of a celebration
than a downer.”
When the funeral
finally arrived, the chapel
first filled with immediate
and extended family, then he
stood at the podium with his
stomach turning on the inside,
trying to keep his emotions
under control.
“I was in a lot of pain,
but at the same time I couldn’t
show my emotions to the
audience.”
Aaron’s page and a
half of eulogy notes began
with a highlight of her
habit of boasting about her
grandchildren.
“She was a proud
woman. Every time someone
would stop by her house
she would show off all of
her pictures, and brag about
how proud she was (of her
grandchildren).”
However,
perhaps
moreimportantwashisstrategic
use of Scripture for a crowd of
unbelieving family members.
To provide emotional comfort
is basic funeral protocol, but
Aaron wanted Christ to be
featured in the ceremony to

convey the Scriptural basis for
his emotional strength and his
basis for believing his Christian
grandmother was in Heaven.
This was also an indirect plea
that they too might someday
join her.
The first reading
Aaron gave was from Isaiah
40:29-31: “He gives strength
to the weary and increases
the power of the weak. Even
youths grow tired and weary
and even young men stumble
and fall. But those who hope
in the Lord will renew their
strength. They will soar on
wings like eagles; they will
run and not grow weary, they
will walk and not be faint.”
He then read John
14:1-14, which explains how
God created rooms in heaven
for everybody and those who
accept him can expect to
join him in the kingdom of
Heaven.
Aaron explained, “I
felt these two verses were
appropriate because in the first
one it talks about those who
hope in the Lord will be given
renewed strength. I thought
this would a good verse under
the circumstances to help lift
everybody spirits.
“The reason that I
used the second verse,” he
continued, “was because it...
demonstrated that she was in a
better place.”

The family responded
with joy to this message.
“After the funeral my
family came up and hugged
me and told me that I did a
good job.”
Despite the ceremony
coming off well, Aaron still
wonders about the lingering
ministry of his words to his
non-Christian family.
“Even though they
hugged me and told me (I
did a good job), there was no
‘real’ response (of the heart)
to the Christian basis for the
presentation.”
F. Scott Fitzgerald,
a famous 20th century
writer, once said, “If you’re
strong enough, there are no
precedents.” Aaron realized
that the novelty of conducting
a funeral amidst great personal
grief was, in fact, surmountable.
Just because he hadn’t done it
before didn’t mean he couldn’t.
His strength in Christ was the
only precedent he needed.
Aaron’s grandmother
is survived by a cherished
husband of 54 years, best
friend and sister Mary Jane, a
brother, three children, eight
grandchildren, four great grand
children, several nieces and
nephews and sorority sisters as
well as many others.

Being available to God: an email discussion
□

□
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T o :S im o n e M u lie ri

F ro m : S im o n e M u lie ri

F ro m : M o n ta g u e W illia m s

What do you want to do when you grow up?

Re: What do you want to do when you
grow up?

Montague,
Yesterday I was
faced with a question like the
typical, “What do you want
to do when you graduate?”
Hmm... Perhaps get
my master’s degree, I soon
thought. Or how about going
back home and working in a
multinational enterprise.
Hmm... Maybe just
stay in America and pursue
the “American dream.”
Well, it would be
nice to go to China and learn
the language and work in
some sort of mission there...
be a missionary in Africa?
Hmm... Marry and
be a mom...Shackled by
innumerable possibilities that
flooded my mind I simply
answered: “Make myself
available to God.”
Really? To the point
where it doesn’t matter if I
go to China or Chinatown in

Chicago? Or if I become an with your life? Remember...
eminent person in Manhattan it isn’t yours!!! It is God’s if
or a maid in the suburbs of Sao you claim to be His!
Paulo, Brazil?
Making
myself
To what extent would available? Yes, that is what
I be willing to make myself I ultimately desire. To pursue
available to God?
this seemingly philosophical
When I read these abstraction to the point where
verses below, Irealizeditwasn’t it becomes a practical, evident
about my abilities after all, but and truthful statement.
about my availability. And
If we would only
because I had been dreaming, become available to God, we
planning and thinking about wouldn’t have to worry about
my future, I had neglected the what career to follow, what
gift of the present.
job to get or what loans not to
“In a large house take.
there are articles not only of
He will make a way!
gold and silver, but also of If we would only say, “Lord,
wood and clay; some are for make me like clay!”
noble purposes and some for
Simone
ignoble. If a man cleanses
himself from the latter, he will
be an instrument for noble
purposes, made holy, useful to
the Master and prepared to do
any good work” - 2 Tim. 2:20
What do you want to do

mm

Simone,
Over this past year
God has been revealing to me
how important it is to live in
the “here and now.”
Recently,
when
people asked me what I
wanted to do in life, I said
that I wanted to live NOW for
the rest of my life.
God reminds me
everyday that if I am truly
living in the kingdom, I am
not limited by time. I live
eternally, so I am forever
young.
Luke
writes
in
chapter 18 that Jesus told the
people crowded around him,
“I tell you the truth, anyone
who will not receive the
kingdom of God like a little
child will never enter it.”
We are called to live
an adventure making the
most of every second (carpe

diem), trusting His guidance
and teaching and exploring
Life-like a child—knowing
today is full of experience and
“growing up” is forever away.
Honestly, if I am
always focused on the future,
when the future becomes the
now, I won’t even know it
because I’ll be focused on the
future.
This may not be true
for everyone, but Jesus has
shown it to be true for me.
I want to be who I
want to be, who I am called
to be and who I am supposed
to be NOW. The “real me.” I
don’t want to grow up. I am
a child of God.
God is Love,
Montague

Football vs. St. Francis
Ward Field
November 6 @ 1:30 p.m.

Not ju st another
brick in the wall

S K IN N Y
Football (4-5,1 -2)
William Penn
W14-3
McKendree
L 7-35

Olivet's Wall of Fame records a rich history of athletic skill
By Andrew Jones
Sports writer

Basketball vs. Mo. Baptist
McHie Arena
November 6 @ 7:30 p.m.

Volleyball (20-19.7-1)
Trinity Christian
W 3-1
Trinity Inti.
W 3-1
St. Xavier University
Tournament
Grand View
L0-3
Indiana-Southeast L1-3
III. Inst. ofTech.
W3-2
St. Xavier Univ.
W3-0

If walls could talk,
what would they say? Would
they tell of legendary events of
years past? Would they echo
famous words of important
speeches and exchanges held
within their confines?
Soccer (M) (9-7-2.5-3-1)
This is certainly true
Cardinal Stritch
T 2-2
of the hallowed halls of Parrott
Indiana Wesleyan
L2-1
Convocation Center/McHie
OT
Area, where, when students
St.
Ambrose
Univ.
W
2-1
walk past the Tiger Den, they
CCAC Quarterfinals
may not realize that they are
*J S3...
Cardinal Stritch
L 2-3
actually walking through a
shrine to great athletes and
P
K 1-4
Im i
coaches of yesteryear known
Andy Maynard/Staff
as the Olivet Athletic Hall of
Soccer (W) (14-5-3,6-2-1)
Fame, or “Wall of Fame.”
Cardinal Stritch
W 6-1
The first plaque on the Wall of Fame pays welcomes passers-by to take in some of
These walls contain
CCAC Semifinals
placards built right into the the history of Olivet's athletics.
Trinity Inti.
L0-1
concrete, and display the to commemorate outstanding athletic achievement as a two Tiger football on Shine.fm
names, the sport, and the years athletic
achievement
or sport athlete (baseball and (89.7), led the Tigers to a 7-3
of service of some of Olivet’s meritorious
service
with basketball) at Olivet from record his sophomore year; but Cross Country (M)
Olivet Nazarene Invite
greatest athletes, coaches, and the University, according to 1972-75.
like Hodge, chose to take an
3rd-119 points
Athletic Department members, ' current ONU Athletic Director
Hodge, reminiscing unselfish point of view when
serving as a timeline of sorts in Jeff Schimmelpfennig.
of his days as a point guard on describing his Hall of Fame
tribute to the Olivet legacy of
The idea spawned the basketball team, recalls his worthy success.
Cross Country (W)
by Ward and Watson bears senior year, when he played on
“I never played to get
Olivet Nazarene Invite
resemblance to many other a team that amassed a 30-win acclamation. I went out (on
2nd - 35 points
"God blessed me
sports halls of fame in that season and a bid in the National the field) every time trying to Note: First place received
with health, skills, the process for induction Christian College Athletic be the best. I wanted to lead,” 34 points. '
and the opportuni starts with a group of worthy Association tournament, which said Stafford.
names submitted by alumni, the Tigers won for the first and
When
asked
if
ty to play at ONU,
and former coaches along with only national championship in Stafford would one day gamer Basketball(W) (0-1)
L91-98
rationale for enshrinement. the history of the basketball a plaque for excellence in Columbia Coll.
where I had great
That information is then program.
broadcasting to match his
coaches and team presented to the Hall of
All scores courtesy of
The humble Hodge, football honor, though, he
olivet.edu/athletics
Fame
Committee,
according
who
was
inducted
in
1988,
wasn’t
too
confident.
“That’d
mates who helped
See
WALL
OF
FAME
>
PAGE
14
to Schimmelpfennig. If the tried his best to downplay all
challenge me. It's
Committee approves, the the accolades.
individual becomes part of
“God blessed me
my name put up
history.
with health, skills, and the
(on the Wall), but I ONU athletic
Part of this rich sport opportunity to play at ONU,.
didn't do it alone." history are individuals who where I had great coaches
have exuded excellence in and teammates who helped
everything from coaching challenge me. It’s my name
» RALPH HODGE
and intercollegiate athletics put up (on the Wall), but I didn’t
HEAD COACH, BASKETBALL
to scorekeeping/announcing do it alone,” said Hodge.
and intramurals. Even former
“It’s a nice thing, no
athletic excellence.
ONU presidents such as Leslie doubt. I’m honored that people
That timeline began Parrot, inducted in 1989, are think so highly of my past
with the first ever inductee, honored with a wall placard.
accomplishments that I would
C.W. “Butch” Ward in
Inductees, who are warrant having a plaque next
1982. Ward, for whom our held to a 5 year waiting to other greats,” Hodge adds
football field is named, served period after graduating before of his induction.
as Olivet Athletic Director, as enshrinement, are recognized
Among those greats
well as basketball and football for their accomplishments forever linked with Hodge in
Tour favorite hometown Canyon il right here in
coach during his tenure from during a ceremony at halftime Olivet athletic lore is Louis
1958-80, and now serves as of the men’s basketball game “Butch” Stafford, who, like
the chairman of the Hall of Homecoming weekend.
Hodge, also continues to serve
ALLYOÜCANEAT STEAKS, STEAK BÜRGERS,
Fame Committee.
Hall of Famer Ralph Olivet today. However, he does
HOT BUFFET, SALAD BAR, Ô DESSERTS^
Ward, Along with Hodge, current men’s head it in a different capacity than
ALL DRINKS ARE ON THE H O U S E w S
Larry Watson, who replaced basketball coach, who had his days as a quarterback for
Ward as Athletic Director guided the Tigers to 16 the ONU football team from
and has his own plaque on consecutive 20-win seasons 1981-85.
Armour Road & Route 50
Stafford, who now
the Wall, were the architects until last year, earned his
(815) 936 - 0120
of the idea of a Hall of Fame plaque
for
outstanding serves as the color analyst for

Bourbonnais^
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Tiger sports begin new era
with updated universal logo
By Andy Maynard_________
Sports Editor
On Thursday, Nov.
3, Olivet’s Department of
Athletics revealed the new
logo for all Olivet sports teams.
This is the first time in 16 years
that an official logo has been
developed and applied.
The font and tiger
image have been redesigned by
Matthew Moore, an employee
of the Office of Marketing
Communications, and current
student David Moore. Director
of Marketing Communication
George Wolff served as the
creative director.
“Olivet now has a logo
that rivals that of any other
university in the country,” said
Wolff.
In addition to changing
the overall graphics of the
logo, the creative team chose
a new color that compliments
the current official University
colors. The typical purple
will remain the same but the
gold will be replaced by New
Century Gold.
New Century Gold
first made its way into common

knowledge when the St. Louis
Rams changed their logo and
uniforms in 2000.
Gradually, the new
logo and colors will appear
in team uniforms and new
athletic wear available in the
Olivet bookstore.
The
University’s
mascot and colors have
their origin in Olivet’s first
intercollegiate basketball game
in 1940. A group of students
organized a series of games
against Bethany Nazarene
College even though neither
school had an intercollegiate
team. Both teams were made
up of intramural players and
the uniforms that Olivet used
were the gold satin trimmed
in purple uniforms purchased
by the junior intercollegiate
team. They later decided on
the Tigers as a mascot.
Olivet played their
first official intercollegiate
game during homecoming in
1966.
Olivet is not the only
Nazarene University .to have
changed its logo recently.
In 1998, Southern Nazarene

Ë í B J l # **1

JM *
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Andy Maynard/Staff

There are many versions of the image of the Tiger mascot. Center:The newly designed
mascot. Clockwise from top left: the old official logo, the tiger statue outside of Chalfant Hall, the emblem on the floor in McHie Arena, and the Ludwig decoration that has
been set up every Homecoming since 1989.
University changed its name
from the Redskins to the
Crimson Storm. Point Loma
Nazarene University changed
its mascot in 2003, requiring

a change in logo. The school
decided on changing from its
Crusader mascot to that of the
Sea Lions because the name
didn’t reflect the school’s

character and values.
Note: A color version o f the
logo is available at www.
olivet.edu

WALL OF FAME Women’s soccer team makes

<CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
be a stretch,” said Stafford.
Without the leadership
of the great athletes, coaches,
and other individuals forever
immortalized in the Olivet
Athletic Hall of Fame, ONU
would not be what it is today;
creating a Hall of Fame was
Olivet’s way of giving back.
“It preaches to the
longevity and recognizes the

an impressive playoff run
accomplishments of those
who were involved in building
the (Olivet athletic) program,”
said Hall of Fame Committee
member and current university
registrar Jim Knight.
The Hall of Fame has
considerable space for future
placards that may one day bear
the names of current student
athletes and leaders.

By Andy Maynard
Sports Editor
After an amazing
season, the Women’s soccer
team has advanced to the
Semifinal round of the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) Region
VII Tournament. On Friday,
November
5,
they
5 7 7 W illiam Latham Drive Bourbonnais, IL 60914
will
face
815-929-1866
conference
opponent
Rober t
AlumniOffering
Morri s
College for
owned
com plete
a chance to
and
autom otive
play in the
regional
operated!
repair!.
tournament
T itffy Dorn I t Right!*
game.

T U ffy

A uto Service
C enters

10% Discount

for students and faculty - University ID required

Com puter Diagnostics * Exhaust • Shocks • Struts
Lube/Oil Filter * Engine • A ir Conditioning
Starting & Charging * Tune-Ups Transm ission
Heating & Cooling • General Repairs • Brakes * and Much More!
Monday - Friday &00 am - 6300 pm
Saturday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

The Tigers
finished
the regular
season on
October
19lh with a
definitive 61 win over
a struggling

Cardinal Stritch University.
This game led their momentum
into the Chicagoland Collegiate
Athletic Conference (CCAC)
tournament the following
weekend.
In their first game of
the tournament, they beat the
University of St. Francis by a
score of 2-1. The team played
an amazing game of offense
amassing 17 shots on goal.
Both goals were made by
Lindsay Atkins for her eighth
and ninth goals on the season.
The team’s defense also had a
great showing only allowing
two total shots on goal.
The second game of the
tournament was the semifinals
round and Olivet had to
travel to Trinity International
University in order to advance
to the final round. The Tigers
lost in an extremely close
game of a score of 0-1.
Last Tuesday, the
Tigers traveled to Des Moines,
Iowa in order to play their
quarterfinal game of the NAIA
Region VII Tournament. The

game remained scoreless
through both halves and was
forced into its two overtime
periods. In that game, freshman
Caitie Homer who had five
other shots on goal in that
game scored thirteen minutes
into the second overtime with
an assist from senior Beth
Bailey.
This Friday, the Tigers
face Robert Morris College.
Robert Morris is ranked
second in the nation in its
final pole. They are the only
team in the NAIA without a
loss or a tie. In the team’s last
game, Robert Morris came out
ahead 4-1. The goal that Olivet
scored in that game was one of
only seven that Robert Morris
goalkeeper Fati Mohammed
has let by her all year.
Though the odds are
against the women’s soccer
team, their spirit is undeniable.
For being a team composed
nearly half of freshman, they
have made enormous strides
this year.
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Student
voters turn
out in 2004
By Niki Clark
Forum editor

The weather could
have served as a great excuse.
Election Day was cloudy,
cold and dreary, providing for
less than desirable conditions
to walk to Maternity BVM
Parish to fill in a few
measly circles on a ballot.
School work would
have been a good one too.
Everyone knows the beginning
of November is anything
but generous in having free
time outside of studies.
Then there was always
the case of not being registered
to vote nearby. Casting an
absentee ballot was all too
confusing and the chances
of driving back home to vote
were slim to none. Gas prices
have been way too high and
the only thing in a college
student’s pockets is lint from
doing laundry three weeks ago
when Mom sent a few quarters
to put on Tiger Dollars.
Being a responsible
college aged citizen could have
easily been put off four more
years. But on a rare occasion
this election, more college
aged American citizens (18-24)
decided procrastination was not
an affordable option. Waiting
another four years to do their
duty as responsible citizens
could not be bought with the
previous apathy that had kept
them away from the polls.
“The energy level is
way up, and cynicism is way
down. Students are finally
choosing sides now,” David
King, associate director of
Harvard’s Institute of Politics
said. His comment was in

response to a study done in
October based off of a phone
survey of about 1,200 students
at 210 four-year colleges
nationwide, taken from a list of
more than 5 million students.
In the 2000 election,
42 percent of the 10.2 million
students enrolled in four-year
schools voted.
The 2004
election is still in its infant stage
and clear-cut statistics have
yet to be processed. However,
King predicts that this election
may have drawn at least half
of the students out to vote.
Movements like Rock
the Vote, Vote or Die, and
Votergasm have put pressure
on the youth to establish a
new trend, shedding a past
characterized by poor voter
turn out and indifference.
Whether
it
was
movements
like
these,
individuals
deciding
for
themselves that they would
take an interest in the elections
or a combination of both, the
political atmosphere amongst
Generation Y has not been this
charged since the 9/11 attacks
in 2001.
Surprisingly enough,
there was roughly the same
size of a crowd huddled
around the Red Room’s large
screen TV on Election Night
and the day after, as there was
for the recent World Series.
There were even a few cheers
thrown out when Bush was
declared President by Fox
News. (I kept my groan to
myself, not wanting to be the
victim of a liberal lynching.)
Is Olivet charged up
by the elections? It would
appear so.

Forum is a space for campus dialogue and the open exchange o f ideas.
However, opinions expressed in Forum do not necessarily reflect the be
liefs o f GlimmerGlass or Olivet Nazarene University. Signed responses
are encouraged. Send to GlimmerGlass, ONU-6024.

A split nation? Don’t believe it
By Niall Ferguson
The Los Angeles Times
Is the United States
irreparably divided? To read
some of the more excitable
commentators on Tuesday’s
election, you would think
Americans were teetering on
the brink of a second Civil W ar.
“To
the victor,”
thundered Time magazine this
week, "goes a nation divided.
A nation split over its place in
the world, over its basic values,
over its future direction.”
On one side, so the
story goes, there is the Red
Republican America of the
rural heartland. On the other,
there’s the Blue Democratic
America of the urban coasts.
So bitter has this year’s
presidential campaign been,
we are warned, that these two
Americas are further apart than
at any time since World War II.
The two Americas
supposedly fighting this war
are brilliantly caricatured in
my favorite film of the year,
Team America: World Police.
Republicans are personified by
the trigger-happy anti-terrorist
squad Team America, which
inadvertently destroys the
Eiffel Tower and the Egyptian
pyramids as they attempt
to “take down” the foes of
freedom. Democrats fare no
better; they’re epitomized
by the bleeding-heart liberal
luvvies of Hollywood’s Film
Actors Guild, who are duped
into attending a bogus peace
conference by deranged North
Korean dictator Kim Jong II.
But is this really the
state of the union in America
today? It’s certainly true that
from March on, when John
Kerry became the Democratic
Party’s candidate, he and
President Bush were neck and
neck in the polls.
Nevertheless,
the
conventional wisdom that
America has been rent asunder
by this election strikes me as
fundamentally wrong. Having

spent much of the last few
months on the road across the
country, I am happy to report
that civil war does not appear
imminent. Indeed, I would
go so far as to say that the
notorious political polarization
in the United States is really
nothing to worry about; it
may even be something to
celebrate. What we are seeing
here is a sign of democratic
vitality in a land that remains
fundamentally whole. To a
"nonresident alien” like me —
which means I get the taxation
without the representation —
the most striking thing about
this vast country remains not
its political division but its
astonishing
homogeneity.
Where else in the world
could you fly 2,500 miles
(say from Miami to Seattle)
and find so little difference
at the other end? Same
Starbucks, same Wal-Mart,
same SUVs, same people.
Yes,
Americans
were worked up about the
election and, yes, there
were some real differences
between
the
candidates.
But the things ' Americans
have in common still greatly
outweigh these differences.
For a start, there’s a
shared belief in democracy,
hence those “Joe Schmo for
School Board” signs you see
everywhere. —Americans also
share a real ambivalence about
American power overseas;
despite appearances, this
was not a contest between
imperialists
and
anti
imperialists, because only a
tiny minority of Republicans
want anything other than a
short-term American military
presence in Iraq.
Americans were not
all in favor of the war in Iraq,
but they remain a remarkably
patriotic people, passionately
convinced that their system of
government is the best in the
world.
Even those red and
blue electoral maps are

deceptive. You can meet
Republicans in Manhattan and
Democrats in Texas.
Perhaps the most
important point about today’s
supposed
polarization,
however, is that no one ever
seems to come to blows.
Compared with the 1980s in
Britain, this isn’t polarization at
all (to say nothing of the many
countries that went straight
from elections to real civil war
in the 1990s). Rather, what
happened Tuesday was simply
that Americans finally attained
a normal level of political
engagement after decades of
low turnout. (Turnout was
above 70 percent in every
British election between 1922
and 1997, whereas the last time
it exceeded 60 percent in the
United States was in 1968.)
As I write, the news
from all over the country is
of longer queues at polling
stations than anyone can
remember. There has been
an extraordinary upsurge of
party political mobilization
(a neighbor of mine flew to
Arizona just to help get out
the vote). Call it polarization,
if you like. But can it really
be a bad thing that activism
has replaced apathy? To my
mind, the most telling measure
of the country’s new political
vigor is the extraordinary
health of American political
satire these days. And not
just Team America. The other
night on Jon Stewart’s hugely
popular Daily Show there was
a “Fiasco Preview,” in which
the deadpan Stewart told
viewers: “Florida has been
warned by God four times
during this hurricane season
not to let it happen again.”
That’s not to say it
won’t descend into lawsuits
again. But rest assured: A
nation that finds this kind
of thing funny is not about
to descend into internecine
warfare.

SPECTRUM: 2004 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
LEFT

"If I were a U.S. citizen and could vote, I would have
voted for Kerry. I don't agree with Bush's foreign
policy. He hasn't been entirely truthful to the world
in his motives forgoing to lraq...A majority of the
people here voted for Bush, but when you ask them
why, the only reason many of them give is that he's
against abortion and therefore Christian. You can't
judge a candidate or how religious they are just off
of one issue."
» LOUIS LOYOLA, JUNIOR

CENTER

"I think we should forget
the whole Kerry, Bush
match up. I think John
Bowling should be the
next president He has
the best hair, honestly."
» NATHAN DREISBACH,
JUNIOR

RIGHT

"The main reasons I voted for Bush was because
of his stance on abortion and gay marriage...
Economics and education, all those kind of things
are arguable no matter what, but saving the
innocent is something that never changes...Bush is
still able to adequately represent the country even
though there are many who obviously didn't vote
for him. The way our system works, he's required to
do the best he can for the entire country..."
» DAVID RUCKER, SOPHOMORE

FORUM
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Mirror, mirror on the wall, should Olivet
alw ays appear the fairest of them all?
Image. Its what we want people to see. But is there too much focus on presenting a reputable
image at Olivet? How fa r should Olivet go to ensure an image o f quality? Students respond.
By Andrew Twibell
Forum writer
Whether you’ve been
entrenched in the Vietnamese
wasteland (otherwise known
as the Ludwig Game Room) or
have sequestered yourselves in
the Reed Hall of Science, there
is no escaping the blatant truth:
image is a priority at Olivet.
You may ask, “What does this
mean? How and why has my
dear Olivet become caught up
in such a frightful trend of
image consciousness?”
My response may come
as a shock. Very little, if
anything, can be done to
turn this tide of imageconsciousness in order to
prevent it from sweeping
over our campus. And to
this I say, nothing could
be better!
Perhaps I have
caused jaws to drop,
leaving readers stunned
that I would take such a
stance. Objections arise
and battle calls to fight
this trend beg that we not
conform to the rest of the
image-focused
world.
“We are of the holiness
tradition —called to be set
apart!,” some might say. I
understand the inhibitions,
for I too have dealt with
such arguments in my own
mind. If I am graced with an
opportunity to explain my
rationale though, I believe my
perspective on this issue might
encourage others to reconsider
their own.
The common utopian
image of Olivet that many have
firmly rooted in their minds
probably looks a little like
this: the beloved viewbook
(complete with “candid” photos
and an abnormally large red
By Katherine Johnson
Forum writer

rubber ball), the Admissions
Department equipped with
more money and personnel than
could possibly be fathomed,
and Sodexho serving up
delicacies during Red Carpet
Days and the meeting of the
Board of Trustees. From these
examples it would be easy to
point out that Olivet has a way
of putting its best foot forward
when necessary. But again,
nothing could be better!
Let’s just be honest.
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ought to be ourselves! That
image should be good enough
for anyone.” If this is the case,
then let us consider the typical
dating situation.
When wanting to
impress that special someone,
how many of us make special
preparations to meet them? If
so, why? The other person
should have the opportunity to
get to know you as
you really
are,

impression is deeply imprinted
upon the fabric of our very
being. Why should Olivet
Nazarene University act by any
different principles? Olivet
desires to attract prospective
students, not by deceiving
them, but rather by impressing
them. If God has led students
to examine our school as a
prospective place to further
t h e i r
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It can be all too easy to criticize Olivet as a univer
sity. But what about the individual Olivetian? Are
we more concerned about our images in gilded
mirrors than the reflections we should be giving
as the feet-washing servants Christ has called us
to be?

best possible light. These
groups of individuals have
the ability to dramatically
affect the success of Olivet
as a Christian educational
institution.
The
idea of a
revamped image on this
campus is one many are
shying away from. But if we
do not properly “court” those
upon whom we seek to make
a good impression, there will
be adverse consequences. If
the university stops attracting
new students, upon whom
will the future of Olivet
rest?
If Olivet had
not found favor with
the
accreditation
committee,
your
education would be
worthless. A diploma
from a non-accredited,
non-certified school
isn’t
even
worth
the paper on which
it is printed. If our
administrative leaders
did not cater to the
needs and desires of
the Board, their own
job security could
be endangered. And
where would we be
without a group of
administrators who
are concerned for and
care for the students of
Olivet?
Consider my own
reasoning. Sure, maintaining
the proper image isn’t always
easy. It is difficult to stomach
some of the hoops through
which we all must jump. But
what a small price we pay in
the name of “image” for the
benefits which we will reap
in the future. Life will always
involve sacrifices for the
greater good of all. Nothing
Could Be Better!

Olivet’s goal (and indeed,
the goal of every college and
university in existence) is
to promote itself in the eyes
of all evaluators. Whether
these so-called “evaluators”
are prospective students, an
accreditation committee, or the
Board of Trustees, Olivet aims
to please. Can we find fault in
this attitude? Apparently some
do and again battle cries go
up, this time protesting, “We

right?
Guys, was that
desperately needed shower
taken or does the lucky lady
need to smell you like you
really are if she is to accept
you? Girls, was that extra layer
of makeup added or should
your suitor see each and every
blemish if you are going to
develop a sound relationship?
If we are honest with
ourselves, we will find that
the desire to make a good

education, we ought to feel a
special obligation to cater to
those whom God has led here.
What amazing opportunities
academically, socially, and
spiritually those students will
have if they do choose to join
our university!
■With regard to the
aforementioned accreditation
committee and the Board of
Trustees, it has been wise for
Olivet to present itself in the

First, the resurfacing
of the Red Square was not
necessary. However, the steps
that go up to the classrooms
in Birchard Gymnasium,
which are necessary, are
extremely dangerous and
have not been modified. The
one lane driveway into the
Grand Apartment parking lot
which could cause an accident
and needs to be expanded
continues to go unnoticed.
Also, the gaming room—which
is nice, but not needed ~ poses
a big controversy. What might
have been nicer, and possibly

have been newer books for
Benneir Library. When I was
researching Kurt Cobain for
a class, no books one his life
were available from Benner,
despite the fact that he was
an influential figure for this
generation and a controversial
character in sociology.
Image in itself is a big
issue. In the Scriptures, Jesus
talks about not worrying about
what we are going to wear,
but rather worrying about our
hearts. Olivet has worried
so much about what they are
“wearing,” that the heart of the
instijuttqn, has-. jjpen ignored.

There are better ways to spend What about the plumbing in
our money than on matters of the older dorms, and Burke
image.
Administration? These are
A recycling program just a few of many areas that
would be a great thing for this need repairs, and have gone
campus. How many papers overlooked for the sake of
does one college student throw building up more superficial
out a week? But recycling aspects of the school’s image.
has no direct or immediete
My
pastor
once
contribution to the university’s mentioned something that
image, so it hasn’t been a pertains to our issue with image.
priority.
“What you think about most is
What about the other what you care about, what you
ways that Olivet could have spend the most money on is
spent this year’s budget? How what you care about.” What
about redoing the Ludwig is Olivet spending their money
parking lot, or the road on? What is Olivet thinking
behind Ludwig parking lot? about?

Every person has his
or her own image. It is not
so much whether Olivet has
an image, but how much they
put up or pose that image.
Obviously, as an accredited
university, Olivet must appear
attractive, but compared to
other schools, Olivet has
gone too far beyond looking
nice. Instead, we’ve adopted
a surreal image. The best way
to see how Olivet upholds their
image is where our money is
-spent. ■
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